Materials List (strongly recommended):
Please note that if a material is marked “some provided”, we will have these supplies for in-class use. You may still want to bring your own.

1. Sewing machine: You should bring your machine with all of the attachments, bobbins, and a pack of sewing machine needle for your machine and the instruction manual (if you have one). **THIS IS THE ONLY THING YOU NEED FOR THE FIRST CLASS.**

2. Thread: 1 black spool, 1 white spool.

3. Scissors: Are best friend, a good pair of should have an offset handle and be 6” to 8” long and should only be used for cutting fabric. **Some provided.**

4. Snips: For cutting threads. **Some provided.**

5. French curve: Clear plastic curve will be helpful in creating armhole curve and sleeve caps and is universal as a design tool.

6. 18” see thru ruler: A ruler 2” wide ruler 1/8 grids. It clear and perfect for truing and adding seam allowances.

7. Hand sewing needles: A variety Pack will work well. The pack should have Sharps, In-betweens, and Darning needles (it may also have embroidery, and tapestry needles). **Some provided.**

8. Pins: pins should be 1” to 1.5” long with or without a bead on the end. A pack of 50 is a good size; you can never have too many. **Some provided.**

9. Seam ripper: with a cover.

10. Chalk: I find chalk works best. **Some provided.**

11. Muslin: 5 yards of unbleached cotton muslin 45” to 60” wide is a very easy fabric and inexpensive fabric to try idea and is ideal for making sloper / patterns.

12. Fusible interfacing: light weight fusible interfacing most craft store sell it in a pack or on a bolt. For purposes of the class 2-3 yards should be fine.

13. Tape measure: 60” long. **Some provided.**

Optional:

**Paper Scissors:** In creating a personal sloper and a garment based on it we will be cutting on craft paper and having a good pair of paper scissor would be helpful. **Some provided.**

**Yard stick:** great for drafting patterns. **Some provided.**

Please direct any questions regarding this supply list to the Creative Workshop Office at (585) 276-8959 or creativeworkshop@mag.rochester.edu